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Preface, 

If the local government in a developing country choses for handpumps 
for drinking water supply, there remains the question to be answered 
whether they can be produced locally, and i-j, so, 

- with what production technology, 
- in what kind of a workshop, 
- how many pumps can be produced monthly, 
- what are they going to cost. 

This report describes the various possibilities, with their advantages 
and disadvantages in different circumstances. 
It has been written -on request of the "international Reference Centre" 
of the "World Health Organisation", Rijjwijk, the Netherlands,:) and 
is based on studies and experiences in this field in Tanzania and Peru 
during the period 1978 - 1984. 
I wish to thank all who have contributed, especially the local work
shop managers and labourers with whom I had the opportunity to cooperate 

Buren , december 1984 

L.J.H. Janssen 

=) (II.1) 
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I. LOCAL PRODUCTION. 

For the drinkwater supply in developing countries, handpumps are used 
in increasing numbers. They present a good and relatively cheap so
lution. It is very important that they are produced locally, that 
means: in the developing country itself. This offers the following ad
vantages: 1) spare parts will always be obtainable; 

2) it saves foreign exchange; 
3) it stimulates local industry; 
4) it contributes to local employment; 
5) the pump can be adapted to local circumstances. 
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A-9—a—nonoluc ion,, it is recommended that local production is chosen in
stead of assembling, and normally available materials are used instead 
of especially imported parts. 

II. THE CHOICE OF -S-tt£ PUMP DESIGN; 

A number of factors have to be considered in order to find an appro
priate pump design. 

1) The pump head. 
(Fig. 1) 

The so called sue tion 
pumps have "£e piston 
located in the pump-
body. At sea level these 
pumps can reach suc
tion heads of about 
6 m. =) When the pump 
has been used recently, 
it may require "priming" 
(i.e. some water is poo-
red in from above). Fig. 1. The pump head,H 

=) At higher altitudes above sea -level, the maximum suction head is 
less; the difference is 1 meter for each 1000 m of altitude. 
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This may cause contamination of the water. Though suction pumps 
are cheaper, they are not very satisfactory for village drinking water 
supply. The so called deep-well pumps have their piston located down 
the well. In some cases they are used f or_ pump heads over 80 m I 
When the pump head is high like that, the water yield has to be low 
(~ 0,1 - 0,2 liter/stroke) because if not, the pump will be too heavy 
to use. The water yield per stroke depends on the cilinder diameter 
and the piston stroke. Therefore most pumps are produced with an 
ajustable stroke or with cilinders in various sizes, in order to adapt 
the pump to the head. For a low head a larger diameter cilinder and/or 
a longer stroke is chosen and so more water is pumped than for a high 
head . 

The water quality. 

The waters chemical composition and the type of material determine 
whether and at what rate metal parts will be subject to corrosion. In 
case of very aggressive water only plastics and stainless steel are 
used. The water aggressiveness depends mainly on its acidity, that 

j u.. ̂ v. •__ ---.i.j PH-value. If the PH-value is below 7 the 
„..,-j..„„ (see page ij) 

such as sand, 

is measured by the so called in vaJ.Uc. J.J. L11^ in vcu.i 
water can be aggressive and metal parts may oxidyze (see page 48). 
The amount and type of abrasive materials in the water, such as sand, 
affect the rate of wear of the piston seal and the cilinder lining. 
Special modern plastics are used to obtain the best abrasive resistan
ce . 

kinds of production technologies are especially suited for mass 
uction, for instance cast iron. This limits the choice of the 
design, because a pump not designed for production in cast iron 

Some 
prod 
pump design, 
can not 

, because a p 
be built that way 

+) More information on the VLOM concept can be obtained from JTDG 
(II.2. ) 
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Based on its suitability for the local conditions, the pump design 
is chosen. Generally spoken, a pump that performs well on all items 
mentioned (high pump head, aggressive water, rough treatment, little 
maintenance) will be more expensive. 
This does, of course, not mean that all expensive pumps are good. 
Valuable information on pump performance can be found in the test re
ports published by the World Bank (I.l.). When selecting a proper 
pump design, it has to be condidered that the producing factory may 
not be interested in any production outside its own workshop. Other 
designs are free, or a license can be bought. 

III. THE WORKSHOP. 

The next problem is to find a suitable workshop for local production. 

It is not recomm&nded to establish a completely new workshop for the 
purpose of pump production, nor to create a production unit in the 
local government car repair shop. These workshops will lack the 
necessary organizational skill and experience. 
An especially established pump production workshop will also be very 
vulnerable: if some day the money supply for pumps stomps, the work
shop will go bankrupt immediately. It is better to look for an exis
ting workshop that can be expanded with a pump production unit. 

Quite often workshops can be found that do have the equipement and 
the technical skills t.0 produce awe pump, but that lack the organiza
tional capabilities. The shop floor is an mess, parts are lost in an 

t is not clear which worker is responsable for 

pump prod 
d labour, 
uct ion xh\ 
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It should be realised however that the simpler the workshop, the 
more difficult it will be to guarantee the products quality. The 
simpler shop may not be able to work from technical drawings or to 
perform the operations with sufficient precision, and it may lack the 
organizational experience. In order to establish a satisfactory 
production quality the simple workshop needs the intensive assistance 
of an experienced expert, while the modern industry is quite able to 
proceed on its own. Therefore, production in low or intermediate level 
workshops should only be considerd if sufficient assistance can be 
guaranteed. 

The costs of the 
and on the works 
afraid that the 
alised however t 
thing. A worksho 
machine, welding 
will cost some U 
pump that takes 
for its fabricat 
transport, etc.. 
The larger, more 
large series (se 
the number is on 

pump depend on its design, on the local price level, 
hop that builds it. Often tf-e local government is 
workshop is unreasonably expensive. It should be r"e-
hat even a relatively simple workshop is an expensive 
p equiped with a drilling machine, a small lathe 
equipment and the usual selection of hand tools, 

.S. $ 5 per "man + machine" hour. As an example, a 
30 hours in series production will cost about $ 150 
ion only, that is without calculating materials, 

modern industries are usually cheaper when producing 
veral hundreds or thousands) but mo|-e expensive when 
ly a couple of dozens or less. Y tr 

IV. THE PRODUCTION PLAN 

The 
thi 
srn<a 
art 
clu 

production plan is made te prepare for production. Between other 
ngs it serves to calculate the production time and costs. Usually, 
11 workshops don't have such a plan when starting to produce an 
icle. In such case, the accompanying expert should do it. It in-
des the next steps: 

1) Technical drawings of each part should be made, with all 
written comments in the local language, with measures in the 
locally applied units, and adapted to the available mate
rial sizes. For instance,a bolt specified as M10 (mm) may 
be better available as 3/8" (inch), which is almost the 
same. Make sure that the drawings are made according to the 
locally used (American or European) standards and that each 
measure of each part is shown. 

The workers may not be familiar with such technical drawings 
and may need a lot of explanation. Yet such drawings are 
the only way to define exactly what should be constructed. 

2) Based on the technical drawings, a list of materials is made, 
where the total amount of materials for one pump is specified 
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3) Now a prototype can be built, in order to make sure that no 
unexpected problems will arise in the production, and to 
test those details that have been adapted to suit the lo
cally available materials. It is not necessary to wait until 
the prototype has been built and tested ,be fore completing 
the rest of the production plan. 

4) The next step is the fabrication programro : this shows the 
sequence of operations for each part to be constructed. 

5) The fabrication time can be approximated, calculating from 
the in the fabrication programm specified operations and 
the experience withj^simi lar products in the same work
shop. If no e#p-os|?i*ffl-e-R't>*'l data are available, the fabrica
tion time for series production in small machine workshops 
can be estimated, calculating 

{0,15 (mantmachine) hour/operation( 
Here "one operation" means : drilling a hole, or cutting a 
plate, or turning one surface on a lathe machine, etc.. 
Of course, each operation is different and so are the machi
nes and the workers. Yet the mentioned operation time is a 
good average. It includes material handling, sharpening 
tools, cleaning machines, etc.. The fabrication time will 
decrease as the workers experience grows; it can also be 
reduced with help of well made "jigs and fixtures". These 
are helping devices that enable quick positioning of both 
the tool and the part to be machined. 
Their construction is quite a lot of work but definitely 
worth it if the amount of pumps is sufficiently large (i.e. 
over 1 - 2 hundred). 

6) The workshop lay-out follows from the fabrication programing,! 
the part batches should pass the machjines along the simplest 
possible routes. The workload per macine has to be calcu
lated, in order to judge whether the machines are sufficient
ly loaded to pay off and to avoid bottlenecks. If the work
load of an expensive machine turns out to be too low, that 
job can be done somewhere else. 

7) The production costs can be calculated from 
- the machine costs (rent, depreciation), 
- the workers wages, 
- administration workshop rent, insurance, etc. 

These contributions are called fixed costs , as they have to 
be paid no matter the number of pumps produced. 
If the pump production is carried out in a workshop that 
makes all kinds of other things as well, the fixed costs 
should not be calculated for just the time it takes to 
produce the pumps, because at times the workshop will be 
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short of work, and strikes and electricity cuts may stop 
the production now and then. To make up for these idle hours 
the fixed costs of handpump production have to be adjusted. 
Other cost contributions are 

- materials , 
- tools (saw blades, drill-bits, chisels, etc.), 
- machine repairs, 
- energy (electricity for the welding equipment, etc.) 

These costs increase in proportion to the number of pumps 
produced and are called variable costs. 
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is found by multiplying this 

e, and by adding tax and a 
4neurs risk. In a specialised 
rt of an existing workshop or 
workshops income depends exclu-
costs and benefits are there-

n of year production in a so 
(See fig. 2.) 

Fig A break
even diagramm 
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The figure shows that a small amount of pumps produced du
ring a year gives a loss, and a high number results into a 
profit. The point where costs and income are equal is calle 
the "break-even-point". The pump price (before tax) is 
calculated in such a way that the break-even-point lies a 
bit below the nominal year production, for instance at 2/3. 
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The production plan being established, the ifcî ent (=the expert 
or the local government) has a good base for negociations with 
the local entrepreneurs. Usually the local workshops can esti
mate the pumps production time and price only roughly. It hap
pens that the client is able to negociate a price that is in 
fact too low to allow any profit. At first sight, this looks 
favourable for the client, but it will defenitely give al lot 
of trouble later on. The workshop owner, seeing that he is to 
lose money, will insist in a price increase, while the local go
vernment will argue that it has an agreement. The entrepreneur 
may then refuse to deliver and look for other customers, or 
he may try to save money by fabricating poor quality pumps. 
Both parties will be dissatisfied in the end. 

These and other problems will always accompany the production 
set-up of a pump. To reduce the problems, one should consider 
the possibility to start with assembling instead of production. 
It offers the workshop more time to grow familiar with the new 
product. It supposes of course that there exists a workshop able 
and willing to send up parts. Latenon the assembling can evaluate 
into production. 

V. MATERIALS AND PUMP PRODUCTION. 

Introduct ion. 

One way to discriminate between various types of pumps is: 
according to its dominating construction material. The material 
characteristics affect the design, and on the other hand the 
material requires a special kind of production technology. 
The next materials will be discussed here: 

- wood 
- pipe components 
- steel 
- cast iron 
- plastic 

Of each material the most important characteristics will be 
mentioned, and a pump design based on this material and an ab
stract of its production plan will be presented, including the 
workshop lay-out, a cost estimation, etc.. 
Note that the same pump produced in two different countries 
will in fact give two different production costs, as the rele
vant factors vary. =) 

=) For instance, in a country like India the production costs 
seem to be relatively low. 



V. 1. WOOD 

Availability 

Nature provides an enormeous variety of wood sorts, and wood 
suitable as a construction material is available in nearly 
every country, though in some it is growing more and more scare 
Wood prices vary from region to region but are usually about 
T^U.S. $ 0,25/kg. (sawed, not scraped). 

Characteristics 

Wood is a relatively light (500 - 1000 kg/m3) and strong, elas
tic construction material. It is not homogeneous, i.e. its 
characteristics, -for instance strength, depend on its orienta
tion. (See fig.3) 

Fig.3. Wood charac
teristics depend on 
its orientation. 

sifenciUx 

Sometimes it contains knots and fissures that reduce its strength 
Wood "works", i.e. it changes its shape slowly under the influen
ce of humidity, temperature differences and mechanical loads. 
It is not possible to machine it very precisely. Many sorts 
r6t when subject to high or varying humidity, while other sorts 
do not, or can be protected, for instance with kerosene. 

Raw material 

Wood is sold commercially in all kinds of usually rectangular 
shapes (See fig.4.). 

Fig . *4 . Wood is sold 
commercially in all 
kinds of usually r 
tangular shapes. 
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Another form is the so called "multiplex", plates of thin layers 
of wood glued together under high pressure. Multiplex plates are 
sold in sizes of about 1x2 meters, in various thicknesses. 
They are not available in all countries. 

Process ing 

Wood can be machined with both hand and motor driven tools. Small 
simple carpenter shops can be found even in remote areas, becau
se the required hand tools are relatively cheap. (See fig.5.) 

Fig.5. Hand tools 
for woodprocessing 
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Before processing the wood it has to dry a couple of months; if 
not it does not keep its shape afterwards. Note that usually, 
the local carpenter workshops are of a very low technical and 
organizational level, and they are not able to produce pumps 
without very intensive assistance. Besides, if the pump contains 
steel parts, these can not be processed by the local carpenter. 
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An example of a wooden pump is the Ayaviri pump. An overall 
view is presented in Fig. 6. It has an open top so its water 
is not very well protected from contamination, and stones 
thrown in can damage the piston. It is therefore restricted to 
family-use. It has a high yield (*>• li 1/stroke) so it is well 
suited to irrigation. 

The production plan 

Its drawings can be obtained from WOT (II.3.). They include a 
list of materials. The prototype construction will take one or 
two weeks . 

Fig. 6. The Ayaviri 
pump, a wooden pump 
for family use. 

(cress - Tectr<,^\ 
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Fig. 7. The fabrication programm for the Ayaviri pump 

;s 
red 

Part 

2 standposts 
handle 
spout,stroke limits 
check valve 
wooden bushes 
PVC inlet 
PVC raising main 
3 hinge pipes 
2 wooden piston discs 
2 leather discs 
leather cup seal 
pump rod 

Sequence of operations =) 

sa 2 , dr 2 , fi 2 
sa 3, dr 3, ch 1, fi 1 
sc 2, sa 6, dr 6, ch 1, fi 1, gl 3 
wa 1, sa 6, dr 7, fi 2, wa 1, fi 1 
sa 2, dr 2, fi 2 
sa 2, dr 10, he 1, be 1 
fi 2 
sa 3, dr 1, fi 1 
wa 1 , sa 8 , dr 7, fi 16 
cu 6 
cu 1 , bo 
sa 1, we 2 

= ) sc 
sa 
dr 
fi 
ch 
wa 

scrape , 
saw 
drill 
file 
chi sel 
moi sten 

glue 

total 

in wa
ter 

2 
33 
38 
28 
2 

3 
3 

cu = cut 7 
he = heat 1 
be = bend 1 
bo = boil infat 1 

Total no. 119 

Note: we (welding), 3, is done elsewhere 
ther is done during installation. 

Its building toge-

L year in Puno will count some 200 working days, and yearly 
ome 200 pumps can be produced by a 2 man factory, 
'rom the fabrication programm (Fig. 7.) the dominating opera 
:ion sequence can be found, see fig 8. 

IWPIHI 

11 
store 
(dry) 

•nark + 

:ontro; 
saw _>ririll file various control + 

store 

n&i 8. The dominating operation sequence 
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A convenient workshop lay-out is presented in fig 

Note: 
table I=sawing 

scraping 
drilling 

table II:others 

^60 re. 

Fig. 9. Lay-out for the Ayaviri pump production workshop 

The estimated production costs are: 

fixed cotst rent on investment 
depreciation of tools 
wages: 200 days $ \ \ and 
200 days $ 1 
various 

Total 

- variable costs materials (head=5m) 
tool bits and energy 

Total 

$ 
$ 

% 
$ 

$ 
$ 

100 /yr 
800 

600 
300 

+ 

$ 

2 3/pump 
2 

$ 1800 /yr 

$ 25/pump 

Fig. 10. shows the break-even d iagrammnpump price is $ 40.J 

Fig. 10. break-even 
diagramm for the 
Ayaviri pump produc
tion, if its price is 
$ 40. 
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110 Zoo 
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The break-even-point is 120 pumps a year. Note that the here 
presented numbers and costs are an approximation only; their 
exact value depends on the local circumstances. 

V. 2. Pipe components 

"Pipe components" means all kinds of sockets, elbows, nippels 
etc., that can be coupled to pipes. They have threaded ends t 
allow an easy connexion to a next component or pipe piece. 

Availability 

Pipe components can usually be found in the larger cities in 
most developing countries, either imported or locally made, 
usually from cast iron. They are rather expensive: from one o 
two dollars for the simpler and smaller ones up to tenths of 
dollars for the larger and more complex ones. 

Characteristies 

The main advantage of this kind of parts is the fast and easy 
coupling and discoupling. The cast iron can be machined like 
other metals; note that cast iron can only be welded with spe 
cial electrodes and that the weld will still be very weak. 
Steel components (nipples for instance are often from steel) 
don't have this problem. (For the corrosion properties see 
steel and other metals, Cast iron) 

"Raw material" 

Pipe components are commercially ava i l ab l e in standard inch 
leasures l ike \ " , 1" , 1',' 1 In l it etc . = ) 
Locally produced pipes and components may vary from their no
minal measure which may cause problems in their further appli 
cation. If for instance a too large inner diameter pipe end i 
threaded, it looses so much of its wall thickness that it is 
weakened severely. Examples of common component types are 
presented in Fig. 11. 

Soc kdz 
pte.ee. \(L OIAT '.•hi 

fn Of Ji Ce?KttAt©>/\ JO'joe. Comjeona.iA.'ks 

The inch indication resembles the inner diameter of the 
belonging pipe piece. 

http://pte.ee
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The ends may be threaded on the inside or on the outside 
("female" and "male"). 

Processing 

Pipe ends are threaded with a cutting device or a lathe-machine 
The components are connected with a stilson wrench (see fig. 
12b.) For a watertight connexion between the components, so 
called "teflon tape" is applied, or paint with hennep. 

Pipe-component pumps 

The pumps are easily installed but parts are easily stolen as 
well. 

Fig. 12. Tools for pipe components 
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The production plan 

Drawings can be obtained 
from WOT (IT. 3. ). The 
material list consist&of 

- T-piese 2" f 
- socket 2"-l" 
- top 2" male 
- socket 2" ma 
- elbow 1" fern 
- nipple 1"-1" 
- pipe piece 2 
- pipe piece 1 
and some small 
steel, PVC, le 
rubber. Total 
costs : about $ 
The constructi 
totype will co 
man-week. The 
programm consi 
7 0 operations, 
them in the pi 
valves: sawing 
and filing the 

emale 
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le- 1" femal 
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male 
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illing 
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An expensive operation is the threadening of the two inch pipe 
piece. When producing in series, a lathe machine for this ope
ration only will not pay off, so the threadening should be done 
outdoors. 
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The approximated production time in series production is 70 
operations x 0,15 hours/operation *= 10,5 hours per pump, = l\ 
man-day. A two man workshop, with 200 effective working days 
a year, can produce some 300 pumps yearly. The dominating 
operation sequence, the workshop lay-out and the fixed costs 
will be like those of the Ayaviri pump. The variable costs are 
estimated to be ^ $ 45/pump. With a pump price of $ 55 the 
break even diagramm is as shown in fig. 14-. The break-even pro 
duction is 180 pumps a year. 

Fig. 14. The break-even 
diagramm for the pipe 
component pump as shown 
in fig. 13. 

\8o Zoo 

It should be noted that instead of the threaded connexions wel 
ded connexions could be used. The advantage of fast mounting 
and dismounting would be lost, but the costs would dropp. 
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3. Steel and other metals. 

3 .a. Steel. 

Availability 

loping count 
In all other 
the most com 
Ordinary con 
1,5/kg. 

e-v-elo-p-ed—w-or 1 d-y ftiany deve-
ries have their own steel plants nowadays. 
countries, steel parts are regularly imported, and 

mon foJicvs and sizes are available from stock, 
struction steel prices vary between U.S. $ 0,5 and 

Characterictics 

Steel is a relatively strong material, i.e. it is highly resis
tant against tension, compression and bendig forces, the„load 
being either constant or varying. It is heavy: 7,8 kg/dm . It 
can be plastically deformed, especially when heated. Most steel 
varieties are subject to corrosion. Special types of steel 
exist, that are better corrosion resistant or stronger than 
ordinary construction steel. These types are more expensive 
and more difficult to machine, and in many countries they are 
not available (see 3b). 

The raw material 

The raw mate 
of plates, p 
etc . (see fi 

rial is usually commercially available in many sizes 
ipes and profiles like angular ones, round ones, 
g. 15.) 

Fig. 15. commercially available forms of steel 

Process ing 

The most common operations are sawing, cutting, bending, dril
ling, turning, filing, grinding, welding and threadening, and 
in larger machine shops fraising and various kinds of cold 
deformation, (see fig. 16.) These variety of processing possi
bilities allows a flexible construction design. 



Fig. 16. Some common workshop machines 

S«tu»|'v\q 

Steel pump 

These pumps are usually suit 
treatment, and the water is 
When the water is aggressive 
most important characteristi 
of the ground water is its P 
Usually, if the P.H.-value i 
paint will do. For P.H.-valu 
galvanised (that is: covered 
ordinary steel is not recomm 
parts down the well. Steel i 
body, the handle, the rising 
the valves, and the cilinder 

able for in 
well protec 
, corrosion 
c that dete 
.H.-value , 
s over 7 no 
es between 
with z inc ) 

anded , espe 
s a suitabl 
main, the 

tensive use and rough 
ted against contamination. 
becomes a problem. The 

rmines the aggressiveness 
a measure of its acidity, 
rmal anticorrosive 
£) and 7, steel parts are 
. For lower P.H.-values 
cially not for those 
e material for the pump 
pump rod, the piston, 

LIBRARY 

INI .-i-JNATIONAL REFERENCE CENTRE 
FOR COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND 
SANITATION (IRC) 
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It is defenitely not suited for bearing bushes, nor for the 
cilinder lining. The repair of steel pumps may be a difficult 
job for low skilled labourers. Often, the pump will have to be 
dismounted and repaired in the production workshop, instead of 
in the field. 

3.b. Other metals 

For some p 

1) Bronze 
bushes and for th 
that the selected 
the bushes, and t 
for the cilinder 

arts, other metals are also used: 

and other copper alloys are used for the bearing 
e cilinder 
alloy is 

hat it is 
lining. Pr 

2) Alluminium alloys are ap 
ly. Its co the piston 

cast irons 
as semb! 
and it: volume-p 

3) Stainless steel is used 
water. Pr aggressive 

4) Special 

ground 

steel alloys are 
bearings. 
intens ivel 

These a 
y used 

re especia 
pumps. 

linig. It is important to make sure 
a true bearing material if used for 
well corrosion resistant if used 
ices vary about $ 3/kg. 

plied for castings for instance for 
rrosion properties are better than 
rice is between bronze and steel. 

for parts down the well in case of 
ices: over $ 10/kg. 

used for the production of ball 
lly recommanded as hinge points for 

Example of a steel pump 

The majority of the commercial 
steel, for instance the "India 
ced in large quantities in Ind 
Dutch product, recently adopte 
Afrika, and many others. 
For local production in a smal 
is recommanded. (See fig. 17.) 
of steel parts like lq" 'pipe, 
some pieces of rubber and leat 
3 bronze bearing bushes. Total 
tion of a prototype takes some 
programm shows cutting operati 
turning, threadening and weldi 
tools. The total amount is si 1 
in series will take 150 operat 
22,5 hours/pump. The most expe 
machine, a column-drilling-mac 
der to have sufficient work lo 
the lathe machine, the minimum 
one of them being continuously 
almost continuously by turning 

ly available pumps are made from 
mark II", that has been produ-
ia, and the strong "SWN" = ) , a 
d by Unicef for installation in 

1, s imple wor 
. The list of 
1/8" and J" p 
her, 3" PVC w 
costs about 
15 man-days. 

ons, sawing, 
ng, and some 
50 operations 
ions x 0,15 h 
nsive machine 
hine and weld 
ad for the we 
number of la 
engaged by t 

kshop , th 
material 
late, 3/8 
aste wate 
$ 70. The 
The fabr 

bending , 
operation 
. The fab 
ours/oper 
s are a 1 
ing equip 
lding equ 
bourers i 
he weldin 

e Puno-
s consi 
" rod, 
r pipe 
constr 
icat ion 
drillin 
s with 
ricatio 
at ions 
athe 
ment. I 
ipment 
s four , 
g and o 

pump 
st 
and 
and 
uc -

hand 
ns 

n or 
and 

ne 

=) (1.2.) 
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Fig. 17. The Puno pump 

A suitable lay out is presented in Fig. 18. 

Fig. 18. A convenient lay-out for the production of the Puno 
pump . 
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With four labourers the year production will be some 285 pumps. 
The total of fixed costfc will be some $ 30000 /yr. the varia
ble costs some $ 80/pump. The pump price will be some $ 225. 
Prices of steel pumps vary considerably, the majority being 
between $ 100 and $ 800 (see I.I.). 

V.4. Cast Iron 

Availability 

Cast iron foundries can be found in most cities in developing 
countries, since they do not require such high investments as 
steel plants do. Prices of cast iron products vary considerably, 
especially with the number of identical parts produced and with 
the amount of machining that is required after the casting in 
order to obtain more precise dimensions. 

Characteristics 

Cast iron is hard 
Besides it has lit 
corrosion properti 
and so is its suit 
is not used as a c 
polished, can neve 
The casting proces 
large series (hund 

The raw material 

The raw mat 
iron (that 
Besides , th 
(models of 
for the cor 
fabrication 

erial f 
comes f 
e produ 
the par 
es, and 
includ 

and strong, though not as strong as steel, 
tie resistance against shock loads. Its 
es are slightly better than those of steel, 
ability as a bearing material. Like steel, if 
ilinder linig because its surface, even when 
r match the smoothness of for instance PVC. 
s is especially suitable for production in 
reds or thousands monthly). 

or cast iron is a mixture of so called pig 
rom a steel factory) and scrap, 
ction requires materials for the patterns 
ts to be made), sand for the moulds and clay 
cokes and limestone for the furnace. The 

es the next steps: 

1) Pattern raakinj 

For ea 
made , 

2) The pa 
prepar 
so cal 
an upp 
a core 

ch part 
scale 1 

ttern i: 
ed sand 
led mou 
er one 
is p la 

a 
1. 

s p 
> i 
Al
and 
ced 

wooden, cast iron or alluminium model is 

ressed into a container with especially 
n such a way that a negative is formed, the 
Usually two moulds are made for each part, 
a> lower one. To make a hole in the part, 
inside the mould, see fig. 19. 

Cei\t<5( l t \e iT 

Sa*«f 

Fig. 19. mould and core 

3) In a special furnace the raw material is heated until it 
melts. The liquid iron is poured into the moulds, where it 
is allowed to cool during 5 to 10 hours. 
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4) The casting are removed from the moulds in order to be in
spected and cleaned and the cores are taken away. 

5) 

Cast 

Next, the castings are machined at those places that re
quire more precise dimensions. Cast iron can be machined 
like steel except for welding. A weld in cast iron will be 
weak and brittle. 

they 
child 
f requ 
pumps 
linin 
lies 
produ 

iron pumps are s 
don't withstand 
ren) as most ste 
ent. In order to 
have steel hand 

g is usually ins 
in their low pri 
ction process. 

An example of a cast 
fig. 20. The presente 
is well protected fro 
produced in many coun 
Honduras, etc. It is 
Asian countries lies 
ones, in all varying between $ 50 and 

Fig. 20 The "AID" pump 

uitable for village water supply though 
vandalism or rough threatment (playing 
el pumps do, and repairs may be a bit more 
improve their durability, many cast iron 

les. In the cilinder, a bronze or PVC 
erted. The advantage of cast iron pumps 
ce ( = $ 100) and relatively easy mass 

iron village pump is the "AID" pump, see 
d version is a deep well pump. The water 
m contamination. Pumps like this are 
tries, like Indonesia, Bangladesh, 
worth noting that the pump price in the 
a bit lower than in the Central American 

$ 150. 
The pumps drawings can be 
obtained from U.S. AID, to 
be contacted via the local 
Embassy. The materials re
quired include some 35 kg 
of pig iron and scrap per 
pump. Besides, there are 
the materials for those 
parts not made from cast 
iron, like the pump rod, 
bolts and nuts, etc. The 
fabrication programm con
sists of the steps 1-5 as 
described on page 22. How
ever, productivity data as 
presented for small machi
ne shops are not availa
ble for foundries. Karim 
c.s. (1.3.) describe a 
foundry in Bangladesh pro
ducing w 1600-2000 pumps 
monthly, at a rate of 8-10 
pouring days per month, 
that (according to Karim) 
could be increased to 
~3000 pumps/month. The 
foundry lay-out is presen
ted in fig. 2 1. 
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)<=-
do -ft fzs**\) 

1 pattern shop 
2a core room 
2b core making 
2c sand preparation 
3 moulding 

4- melting 
5 cleaning 
6 machining 
7 store 
8 office 

Fig. 21. Foundry lay-out for the production of max, 
monthly (Karim) 

3000 pumps 
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V. 5. Plastic 

Availability 

Plastic is the common denominator of an enormeous amount of arti 
ficially made materials, their characteristics varying over a 
wide range. Most common are PVC (P_olyy_inylc_hlor ide) and PE 
( P_olye_thyleen) , widely used for waterpipes, plastic bags, etc. 
These two types are made locally in many developing countries. 
They cost some $ 3/kg. Other types may be more expensive 
($ 30/kg or more) . 

Characteristics 

Most types are highly corrosion resistant, also in aggressive 
surroundings. Their specific weight is relatively low (1,00-
1,4 kg/dm ). Strength and elasticity vary but are usually more 
like wood than like steel. 

Raw material 

Plastics are made from natural resources like coal, oil, gas, 
etc. and from these the plastic is composed by chemical indu
stries, often in the form of "grains", small cilindrical parts, 
a couple of mm in size. These grains serve as a starting point 
for further processing, often "dye-casting". =) Not all plastic 
can be dye casted however, only those that are so called 
"thermoplastics". 

Process ing 

Dye-casting means that the grains are geated so they grow more 
or less liquid, like paint. Then the pl'astic is pressed into 
a mould, it cools, and becomes solid again. When producing 
pipes and laminates, etc., the process is carried out conti
nuously, but for other products it is done part by part, like 
cast iron. 

Machinery 

The process can only be carried out by specialised workshops 
that have the dye-casting machine and the know-how. For pump 
production, a higher quality plastic than the local industry 
provides may be necessary. Usually, the casting de not require 
further machining. 

Plastic pumps 

Most pumps include some plastic parts; designs that are made 
exclusively in plastic do exist but are not widely used, ^or a 
number of parts plastics are suitable. 

raising main, pump rod 
cilinder lining (or com
plete cilinder) piston 
assembly 3-{ 

PVC, PE, ABS 

PVC, glass fiber 
reinforced composites, 
PE, ABS 

=) also called injection moulding, 
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(part) 
bearing bushes 
piston seal 
valve seal 

(plastic type) 
nylon, PTFE composites, .. 
PE , polyacetaal, neoprene, 
neoprene , polyurethane , .. 

This list is not exhaustive, 
tant to vandalism, and are th 
rial for the pump stand and t 

An example of a pump that has 
is the India mark II?) design 

from s 
On the 
from t 
costs, 
out pu 
sidera 
South 
exclus 

teel but the rest is ma 
production of this pum 

he nearest Unicef agent 
in mass production in 

mprod and raising main, 
bly higher in countries 
American countries. IRC 
ively made from plastic 

Plastic parts are not very resis-
erefore not much used as a mate-
he handle. 

quite a lot of plastic in its 
Its pumpstand and handle are made 
inly plastic. 
p, information can be obtained 
or from IRC (see II. 1.). Its 
India are reported te be $ 65 with 
Note that its costs will be con-
with a higher price level, like 
has also information about pumps 

*Ma0 th* "\IMJ* C^<L tu. "SUJAJ' 
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